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Subject:

COSWECTS ON THE IBM 701 ConpiJTER

Date:

November /,, 1952

To:

J. 1. Forrester

From:

C. Corderman, N. Daggett, S. Dortd, R. Everett, J. O'Brien, N. Taylor
and R. von Buelow.

Abstract: The above made a visit to IBS at Pouirh'.reepsie October 13th through
15th for the purpose of studying and evaluating the 701 computer.
Their resulting observations (given at a meeting in II. Taylor's
office on October 16th) are presented in this memorandum,
(Note: Although J. Arnor and K, Olsen also made oVn's trip, they
were unable to be at the meeting; therefore no comments of theirs
are given).
J, O'Brien began the meeting with a report on the 701 magnetic tape
mechanism and added a few comments on the magnetic drum system ar:d the tabulator,
as follows:
The p.agnetie tape mechanism uses ^-inch magnetic tape (acetate base)
in lengths up to about 1200 feet. The tape driving is accomplished by pinch
rollers pressing the tape against constantly rotating capstans. The tape speed
is 75 Inches per second. There are two courtar-rotating capstans, one on each
side of the head assembly. There are alco two pinch rollers and two eccentricallymounted non-rotating brake drums against which the tape may bs pressed for stopping.
The motion of the pinch rollers is controlled through a mechanical linkage by a
moving coil assembly. With the unit 3et ready to run in the forward direction,
the left-hand pinch roller is nressed against the left-hand brake, and the righthand pinch roller is held a very small distance a-ay from the rirht-hand, or forward, drive capstan. Upon roceivinp a start signal, tho left-hand roller is moved
away from the hopake and t'e right-hand roller is Dressed apainr.t the capstan. This
situation is vice vorsa for ready and starting in the reverse direction,, The direction is controlled by a solenoid or relay which acts upon the pinch roller control Hnkace ro as to shi^t the motion limits of tho pinch rollers to the left or
right.
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The action tins of the pinch-roller clutch is about 4 milliseconds;
however, the sodden acceleration of the tape produces a sudden stretching of
the tape which in 1urr. produces an oscillation in the tape which requires from
2 to 4- milliseconds to die out. The total time allotted for starting - with
a safety factor - is 10 milliseconds. In order to reverse tho tape it must be
stopped then the linkage changed, and then started again. Curing our visit
one of the pins in the clutch linkage fell out, thus disabling the unit. This
was apparently the first time that this had. hapTenod and it was soon fixed.
The tension on the tape is maintained by a vacuum system. On both
sides of the head and drive assembly there la a chamber about 3 feot deep,
2£ inches wide and slightly thicker than the v.idth of tape. The bottor. of each
chaaber is connected to rucp.ua pump (a modified vacuus cleaner rsotor and fan).
As the tape passes across the top of the chamber between the head-drive assenbly
to the take-up or supply reel, e. loop of tape is drawn down into tho vacuum
chcuber. In the back sid'j of each vacuum chanbor, or column, are two pressuresensitive diaphragm3, one about a foot above the other. The air pressure on
these diaphragms controls dry-powdor magnetic clutches connecting the reels
to drive motors and brakes. The diaphragms in £. chaitber control the three
clutches on the reel above the chamber. If bott diaphragms sense atmospheric
pressure, the take up clutch is energized tc reduce the length of tape in the
chamber. If both dlaphr&gna sense a partial vacuus, then the supply clutch is
energized to increase the length of tape in the chamber, and if the top diaphragm is at atmospheric pressure and the lor.er diaphragm in under vacuum, then
the brake clutch is energised,,
This simple on-off servonechani3m is capable of Supplying cr taking
up tape much faster than 70 inches per 3ecocd, and its action time is fast
or.ough so that the tape never gees more than about 3 inches above or below
the pair of sensing diaphragms. This take-up and supply system is definitely
over-designed for the 701 application; it is a design that was borrowed as is
from equipment that handles 3000-foot reels at higher speeds. The system
works very well; it produces the required tension with a minimum of guide
pulleys and tape wear.
The head assembly of the taps unit consists of seven heads each about
3? rails thick stacked together with spacers and shielding between them. This
head assembly allows them to record seven Channels across tho £-inch tapo. The
seventh channel i3 used as a parity, or redundancy, check or. the information
recorded in the other six channels, Tho heud has a very nail wrap angla (about
12 ) , and the radius of cvrvaturo of the head aft the gap is about 1/16 of an inch.
The tape suffers quite a bit of acceleration in iroing around this corner and
perhaps some deformation. A spring-loaded felt pressure-pad is used to pres3
the tapo against the head. The pad and the tape wear, producing lint and small
acetate flakes. Twice we found errors due to lint on the oxide side of the
tape.
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The type of recording used in the tape mechanism is a form cf the
non-return-to-soro or the HRZ typo in which, during the recording process.
tho tape is magnetized to saturation in one direction or the other one the
direction of magnetization is clanged over,/- t-'r.o a "one" in recorded, Tho
recording of a "zarol: does no!, change the diroctior. of magnetizatlor. Information is recorded in this way on six of the jevon channels. In orc'.erfor
this type of information to be read back thoro must be at least 1 "ona" recorded in each line of citvan ": Its across tin; taps, and that is the reason for
the seventh channel, fU.thor than use the seventh channel as a pure ind
ch?.nnel, it is used as a purity channel in which a "one" i3 recorded or not 30
as to makettietotal number of "one13" recorded in a single line an odd number.
In this way a check can beratdaon o:ich line during the reading operation, and
tho output of all channels can be mi:.ed to detain an index mark,
IBM use? e. recording density of 3C0 lines per inch, as we do, but
by using the NRZ record!:;? they obtain a raaximum flux change density onohalf as great as ours, .-j"
\y they could record at a density of 200 lines
per inch and still be no close::- to the resolution Units of the tape than wo
are now.
The fact that the IBJi machine ust-3 seven channels- on the £-inch
tape requires that the individual heeds 00 narrower than ours. Their heads
are only 32 mils wide, and this narrow ohannel vjidth has resulted in an additional problem for them. They have found that if they record over a tape
that has baer. recorded on several days previous3.y, dimensional .changes
in the tape cone.tine;: cause the r.ew tracks to be out of line with the old
trr.cks. This misalignment aliens only partial erasure of the old recording,
and the unerased Information nay be picked up at errors on subsequent readings.
In order to eliminate tola problea, IBM has added a separate erasing head which
erase3 the entire vldth of tho tape b:fore it ppsnes over the recording head.
Because of the cress iioad, the unit can record in only the forward
direction. la addition to this lisit-atior. thej cannot parfora selected alteration of blocks, or rereoordlng, nor do the- allsw recording beyond the end of
a previous recording, if there has bean any intervening reading. All recordin| 3 must start fro:n the btfinning of the tape.
Detection of tho beg:'.nniu£ or end of the tape is do.ie by means of
stainless stool loaders on both ends of the tape, at the center of each roel.
Those steel leaders ara attached to the tape with ordinary splicing tape, and
they aro sensod by the electrical oontaot they make with two guido rollers.
Th;.r. feature is used in the automatic rewind, and as a limit control.
The reading amnlifiar's used aro straightforward difference amplifiers with the lust stag* feeding a pair of normally off ce.th.ode followers in
ordar to get full wave rectification of tho signal. They seem to have quite a
bit of trouble duo to noise from those circuits. The noirse may be power lir.o
noiso, since thty U3e very little decoupling, and the differ once amplifiers
are not designed to attenuate oomaon-mode signals, as they could be 0 There
10 provisions for marginal chocking of the circuits, nor apparently any
rocird of the amplifier gain settings. The engineer shomir.; tho writer tho
equipment changed the adjustments with no hesitation.
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Most of the •from a "
,s. The tape unit would n<
error some errors due to
pealed to run a 13
stter wH
pet runs of 15 or 20
,

le tape unit wore nade as it operb built for tei ing tho 1
minutes without
due to noise. The unita apberj occasionally ve cculd
las.

Conclusions
Th;
feel:; that, other things being equal, their tape
units are nuch better than ours. If they could get rid of electronic noise
and ertra pulses fron tho tape, then they could take very great advantage of
our redundant
ng no! erne. They should have much leas trouble than we
do from the dispersion in time of the reading pulses fron tho bits o? a single
line across tho tape. The sig.;;:L that 'hey get fron the output flip-flop
exists relatively 'oi a much longer ti a, and therefore the signals fron all
seven channels tore much noro likely to cverlap in time. With their systoa
wo could pet a gate width'of about 300 r5crcseconds, whereas ours at present
is about 100 Microseconds,
Hamstic Drurc §z£tsj&
Relatively little information -sas obtained on tto drua system. The
druii operated very satisfactorily with tester. The recording surface is coaposod of a helix cf .'ire wrapped ra I irua. Speed « 10 microseconds between
pulses. One of t
ited that the density of the recording
could be increased by 100/1. still getting satisfactory operation (using half
the surface of t .
) , S, Dc:
1 hare that R O E S hud told him the
druns were the TIOE:!; unreliable pert of the system. It appears that the design
of the drums was completely isolated from the rest of the system. Production
of the 701 drum frames is lagging behind that of the other constituent frases;
the first 701 ooaputer is HOT; ap]
ily complote fro:" a production standpoint, but the first
ystem is still very far from finished. They can't
find elactro-plate i ;anka big enough to handle the drucs they have and they
don't know how then*] they are 'veil behind EKA on this.
T.iBUWTOi'.
Coi

difficulty of connecting an IBM tabulator to V,"I:

It would require 72 thyratrons to store one lino of card inforraation. These tubes w
d 12 such linos of information into the
tabulator in lea
cond in such a way as to mal-o it appear to the
tabulator that it is receiving information fron a card reader,
Thi3 tabulator is a device about the size of an office desk - (about
a foot higher) - almost completely filled with relays of IBM wire contact
type and star'
•phone type. In addition to this, there e.re many h
cast gears, much grease, oil, small pip:> lines, etc., otc. It is very noisy.
It funotieni
i apparently
. -mely
v flexible in its operation.
sarent
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A plug board cnabloa the progr
iored at hie convenience eny numbar of arrangements whloh permit various sorts of tabulation
and automatic features that m:'.ght fit various programs. AH-in-all, tha tabulator looked like a very grod device, '..'; ey had no figures on its reliability.
Thy1-'
Located in the computer and serve to operate both tha
tabulator anc the card punch.
N. H. Taylor rcc
I that i
and value of a tabulator in WV I.

it y bo cade of the possible uses

The tabulator is essentially a ouch more impressive device to :satch
in operation than an electrical typewriter and night bo of more value for demonstrating the output capabilities of the computer.
The tabulator sends back to the computer signals called "print echoes;1'
thesa are essentially a :heck to see that proper print wheals T7o?e selected in
accordance with the information received from the co-.vputrr.

N. H. Taylor then di scusr.eci the >ver-all systems
General Impresrionp
Reliability of the 701 is from 10 to :'-" times poorer than present
SCI reliability figur is, Its state of development is sir.-ilar to that of '',711 18
to 24. months ago; it will take about a yea.:' of continuous polishing of their
circuitry to bring their machine up to
nance comparable with WWI's.
IBM puts n high premium on keeping the machine running as nuch of the
tine as possible, as thsy wanl it available for study and demonstration purposes. This is accomplished at tho cost of a great deal of time that could be
spent onrauch-nastfrdengineering study. Only 4 to 8 hours a week are now spent
in study for improving the system; £fl tc 6C hour:, a veek (of engineering study)
would be needed to bring the rachitic to it: highest reliability. As soon as
more than one system la available, IBM feo! s that this will be possible.
Each pert of the system had randou errors which seemed to recur at
ir-to-25-minuto intervals, and no part of if a system had ever •worked any better
l this as far as I could gather. In spite of this, there we.s no hesitation
about putting those building blocks together into an overall 3ysto:r, because of the
IBM emphasis on the importance of keeping 1 he rachi'ie running. Engineers on
the project seemed very conscious of this situation and not at all happy about
it; they ore under constant administrative pressure to keep the 701 "on the air.'1
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During our stay, \
About 1C or 12 o:
tha strictly rai
>rs which
our study of the nachin ,
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fHe about 2/,. hours.
ent in looking for trouble other than
continuously throughout

Comrionts, on the V/illi'-'!"- penory rack
For about >J- hour3,
ied tie Williams memory rack running a
spill problem, which is- sinilar- to our read-around problem. Tho average tine
between errors was 25 minutes, according to IBM, end the longost run on the
72-tube element was l'y hours. Our observations were nearer 10 minutes between
errors. Sinae random errors now are :nore of an obstacle than the spill problem, no attempt to improve the spill has been made for several months. Various
attempts to improve the system have baen ur.suecassful because of the lack of
time available and the lack of test equipment w.'iich would give.tha engineers
knowledge of where those random errors originate, A parity check, or some
similar device, is badly needed at this point. Indications, that tho trouble
may be in the circuitry instead of the tubes theraseivos are rather strong at
present.
Until vie can got some indication that these random errors are not a
basic problem, It sill bo difficult for us to consider the Williams memory
in any future computer. If, however, ;his trouble could bs cleaned up by
paying attention to circuit details, there light ba a very good caso for the
Hilliana memory. KiO tubes themselves caus-: little trouble - that is, it is
not often neceasary to replace them (only U or 5 tubes have beon changed in
the last fe?; months). (This point is debatable) see Cordcrman's remarks).
In any event, a very thorough
I
of th:is merory frame sn
that it can be evaluated in tcir.s of Its own ability to reraer.ber information
without error. Luring one marginal Checking routine which they performed, a
pulse on the number one r'rid of tho storage tube varied 10? in level, and
thi3 was enough to cause in error.
re not happy with the margins in this systen and hope that time rill bs made available to improve this
situation. Indi-? t
:e thst other margins are £ot as good as this 10?.
-lotic an.d Ccrrt^pj. moment
The situation here ia at present oomplioatad by the program to
change from +.:ie '
tubes designed for tha machine to a new improved
type now available to IBM (i. e., tha 5965 replacing the 1 ? A V 7 ) . Characteristics are somewhat different from those of the original design, ac most of
tho margins originally designed into the circuitry were washed out by tha improved tube and it is now necessary to go over all the circuitry and make
changes so that margins ..ill a;ain exist. Consequently, the present margins
(in the arithmotio and control element) are very poor. An ambitious program
for cleaning up this margin situation is unier way, but here again, time is
very inadequate. No one has/ofis, fpel'.'.-f. that the arithmetic or control
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circuits are
r, if as
ink. In discussing
this circuitry
the
pproach to the
arithmetic problc i
made qui
oon parable to our
: , However
sent state their work on marginal checking and reliability is several years behind :
Lt mostly due to the
large amount cf work and study thai:
i r arithmetic element.
It should be pointed out '
of a check register or a
parity check on the memory makes it difficult to decide whether a given error
comes from the memory frame CT from thi
frame. The ensuing dilemma
is rather difficult, if not impossi
"yze.
Magnetic Drug
There is discontent among the 701 engineers, both as to the conponsnt circuitry and the logical
nt cf the magnetic druc. The present
logical arrangement allows ruch aloi: access tc the drum that it would be just as
well to have serial shift registers as parallel reigsters in the circuitry. All
the circuitry has been redesigned, as its original design wa3 so poor. In the
production model, it hi
necessary tc redesign heads in order to make it possible to adjust these heads wlthoi I
Lng the drum. An amplitude system of
detection is being use
akes it posrible to jet errors when continuous writing on one track is undertaken, and some sort ef phasing, similar to the ERA
system, would probably be better.
i • . compare the two systeres in
sore detail to know exactly what to recommend here, 13;,' feels that the system
is not as good as it should be,
that :.t would have to be
polished up considerably before the
a used in an air defense systen.
revision exists for a dual head to be am
i single track, and this would
be a basic need in
>t It from MITE.
': tfil E Q U I P

The punch card equi
roceived by our 11
them before. Sirce we know
we should proceed car
break dow
cellent to the uninlti:
,

-inter were very favorably
bocav.su cf the novelty of never having soon
they seem very wonderful, but
their value). However, they did not
by of these units seais to be ex-

E°2£r. Suonlios
Power supplies of the syi
ed and constructed by the
Power Equipment Co ipany.
ticn with certain IBM engineers. The general
feeling of
n I talked to on this pc rt v n that they .'ere working with
Power Equipment C<
no other company wis available to do the
job. Trouble has
-.
• attempt has been
made to 1st
* s , and :"
'. to underston
Ml feels thoy
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can get arouni the;>o transient

ict?y what they are.

£31 Conclusions
While I do not. fool that tha 70]
ter la at this time in such
condition as to be very usable in a control system, I do feci that the basic
e.ttitude of the enj
>n tig job :'.s cor
lvea are worriod about all the£;e errors and about i
Assign margins of the
systea). 1? they coult be give I sufficient tine to clean it up (nine months
to a year), and barrinf any basic troubles. I feel that the system would be
useful in a control proble .

""his was followed by i report by C. Corderman on the 701 memory:
The memory frane housss seventy-two 3-inch Lillians tubes, two of
•which are placed together in eaoh of thirty-pij: olug-in memory drawers. Each
drawer has three adjustments for each tube, and on:: adjustment which is common
to the two tube3.Two of tha adjjstmeri3 allow variation of the grid bias and
focus voltage. The third adjustment variea t ic tining between the read-out
signal and the sensin'- raise at the read-out gate tube and is used to give
optimum tiding between these two signals. Tha adjustment which is common to
the two tubes is that o" the vit~e amplifier gain. The time required to inBtall one of these drawers a:d the subsequent sot-up time for two of the
tubes i3 in the order o? five ainutes, During this adjustment process, the
•'.it signaJ.3 are monitored on an o^cilloncope, and all adjustments are
in an empirical ba Is,
Since the video amplifier le ooamon to the two tubes, they are read
out at different tiraes during tl a ro|-ij ert.tion period. The read-outs from the
two tube- are stored in two seperate triggt -. | and, after the read-out has
been completed in both tubas, the dash sign il la written simultaneously in
the tubes as may :
In Ooaputer operation, only one tube sjiil be
giving an output on any storage access so that all the tubes are sensed at the
stae tine in the action cycle.
For domonntj'ax.:'.cn,tho memory fraaa waa operated with its tester.
In this case, runring a "spill" teat, the average interval between errors
Ln the order oi' 10 to 1? rairuten. Thosn errora were mere or less evenly
divided between "spill" errors, which occurred in a single tubs and could be
repeated; and the other type of error, which via*-, more or less of a randoa
nature, which occurred in a number of tubes at once and war. no*, repeatable.
Regarding there rendo:- errors, in addition to the fact that they occurred in a
number of tubes and wore not repeatable, it waa even r.ore significant that
they occurred at storage nddrea:ea different fron the one at which the "spill"
test, wan boin'- perforaed, rbesi random errors always occurred in the left-hand
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tube, which is the first tube 'read 01
aeration cycle. Generally, the erx-ors occur only in two ci the corners of the array.
Many ernperimentr hava been porforrtcd on the deflection circuits.
I'inally, the whole deflection
: • . nhioh reduced, but did
not eliminate, random errora. The engineers working on the rr.snory unit
have also tried monitoring supply vo:>
>r transients f.na have run exIntents with Teela coils to note tl
e of static interference,
(N. H. Taylor mentioned here that ho had talked with an engineer
d a t e d with another IBM project who stated that ho had boen using
Williams' tubes in a serial fashion
trouble from random errors.)
The frequency of error ?•.
be lower when the tubes were
operated with the computer thai
re opiated with the memory
tester,, The tester shows two
>ne "spill," one "forget."
The "spill" designation indicates a dot v)
s failed and turned into a
dash, "forget'.' means the reverse — a dash which has chang3d into a dot.
b the tester, we varied the aaplitude of the writing gate which is comEoa to all seventy-two tubes in the ri 3k, '' he gate is normally fixed at
3?§- volts; upon being reduced to thirty-si:: volts, one of the tubes lost a
dash. When the amplitude was raised to forty-two volts (ma.:d.ffium supply
voltage), all the tubes continued to run, which indicates that their
sot-up procedure gives thora operating conditions such that the tubes operate on the low side of making "spill" errors. It was also noted during
this test that the gate amplitude changed by ipp:.'oxinately four volts between conditions of all dots and dashe':- in all soventy-two tubes. This was
thought to be due to a bad crystal in one of the units, and we removed
combinations of the thirty-six units until the faulty crystal vjas finally
isolated. The need for marginal cheeking is obvious in tho 701 computer,
since it took about t<3n minutes to isolate the bad unit.
In the 701, 512 spots are stored in each tubo in an array consisting of two interleaved ?56-.;pot arrays. Consecutive computer addresses
are obtained by further subdividing each oi the :!5b-spot as-rays into sixteen
4 x 4 arrays. They feel that t
rb H.-lp3 them somewhat in
cases of extrema •spill11 which might I
itered in a short program loop.
It would z-ipew that a 100$ turnover of memory unitu has token
place in tVe oast 3ix months. (Thil
it was based on a rough count
of the number of changes of nerc-ry units entered in tho Memory Test log,
and is not meant to imply that ibis mi
',';bos failed in service.)
A very slight amount of data recording is done. Instead of
studying unite, the corputer engineer merely replaces a bad unit with a
now one. (S. H.Dodd acntionod here that very inadequate record-keeping
was done on t
tola computer,)
. .._...,,.
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2 i 2 Prorr&m
There M l I (?ood cor:,
Ifferent opinions
preferred, both cf which stat •
a •> -.vte of tubes to bo
used in the computer is in the order of 25$ of tho Williams tubes received.
Most of the reject,"! vera due to blemishes! on the surfaces and tubes which
exhibit tho "aud hole11 effect. Thic "audi hole' effect is the nane given to
the phenomenon which occure when too many references to a dot in quick succession cause that dot to disappear after a si
y. When this occurs,
spot no longer holds the dot but read
. i ah. This loss i3 attributed to induced conductivity of i!
tor, caused by repeated readcuts. People who
,ons;"ble for keeping tubes in the computer seem
to foel that the research group does
a H.OC?; solution to the problem of how to handle •'.his "muc. hole" effect. They simply observe that
9 tubes show it &m', i one dc not.
. ; t 7.ri% of the tubes received
do not sho?/ this effect and are otherwise rsAisfaetory, they aro eligible
for use in the computer. Ho intensive reiearch program to investigate the
causes of this effect is underlay. Rilla
. .: iphor shows this efioct to
oh greater degree thnn P5 phosphor, and the effect also varies with different binders. No ccrrnlatio is have been node 'with respect to the spct size
as it might affect the amount of heat in the vicinity which is bonbarded many
times. The engineers on tho 701 have beai; somewhat hampered by lack of
enough tubes which did not have this "mud hole" effect. They are now planning to increase production of 3-inch Williams tubes at the factory to approximately 50 tubes a day. They aro also building experimental tubes with
a 1-inch diameter screen and have installed several cf these in the 701 for
short periods. These tubes seem to have a lower read-around ratio than the
3-inch model.
They aro als)
ork on a wdundant type of Williams nenory
system in which two tubes are operated in parallel, one storing dots, the
tho other dashes for a given b.'.t of in
Lon, The rend-out signals aro
added algebraically after one of ther has b o m inverted. They feel this will
give the system reliability, independent of 'spill" aud of bad spots, and
that thoy will be able t:> use tubes i
ireviously have boon rejected
for use in tho 701. (The cost of the 3-inch tubes is $85).
In general, tho rsmo.'y appeared to be operating better than had
been anticipated; however, the possibility of -orbing with 10;>4, spots por
tube seems to have beer, abandoned. IBM appears to be satisfied with 512
3pots per tube for the 701 computer.
They run their "spill" tests with ths raxLmun number of repetitive reads which a tube can ever encounter ir soir.putor operation. Under
these conditions, their margins of operation would appear to be considerably narrower than we experience here. However, it must be realized that
we do not tost our tubes undci* the worst conditions which could ever be encountered.
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(H, L, 1
tatoc in res]
• a question from B. R. Everett
that V«',.I makes parity alarms
two or three a day. However?,
this figure is subject to fluctuation.) The error rate for the 701 memory
eppoara -oo be about ta< to three ail hour.

H. Daggett gai
i .to, I
raaarka of S, Dodd's and N, Taylor'3, as folloi i :

:

Tterspersed with soue

The two most obvious weaknesses in the 701 system seem to be:
1) That, although tha oirouiti '•• emselves are basically sound, an
insufficient amount of
ring tine is i pont on debugging them. This
situation has led to 2) Their working with tho philosophy of run-a-ch jck-program-acd-ifit-\7orl-.s,-fln.e. Sirce thay hava no marginal checking system, thoy operate at
all tines with no idea c.:
where trouble is about to appear.
(One specific example of the above is the failure in the shift order
•i several tinos. Thil
.
engineering time could be expended en it).
ID'.,i engineers sou:-! to have a more comprehensive sot of diagnostic
programs than do we. Thi:-. is f
»ir printer i3 capable of such
fast output and parti.
-i rely en these techniques to get the
information that we get by Karginal checking a.rd built-in Checks, which they
(sec above) lfl
Their punch card system presents :oae substantial advantages from
the point of view of handling, as it ;
li 1 :r to put a program on the machine
with it than it is vath our papor tape.
Another advantage is -ho speed with which thoy car replace their
memory drawer, which is considerably greater than in our syrtoa.
The circuitry used in the ar'
rat
is fairly impressivo.
extensive use of
I ,ial advantages freir tho
ikagi '. InformatJ
-•ulcea in the order of 1
microsecond oi oore In *idth, enabling them to '-ie open-wii'o cabling prefabricated en a frame. For relatively
listances, thoy could use our
circuitry with their typ«
•
'air.- rise tioae that we use would
probably preclude aay extensive use of this r'.ring where the information has
to flow for relatively long distances. In a number of places in our computer,
lnTonsation flo-.ia at 1/10-mioroeeoond
[h channels that are used
only once - evor,,
microsecond.'; or eo,
(A cliacusnion of diode gates between N. B. Taylor and J. O'Brien,
vihlch is not covered hero, then took ;aco)L |M/*kl A r
ir~r>
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no decoupling in some of
their circuitry. N, D ;
i -ited lie feelr. SOJLC of our methods scorn ridiculy brute force
ci, ec-opared tc tb drs, end that sons of their Ideas
present substantia] ai
It that the cascading of levels was
a serious we;:, nes
system, but Daggett thought that there was sufficient clipping in th< system to provent any such difficulty. Taylor con•ed this olippJ I
[te force
. Daggett pointed out that to obtain stability in i..I it had bean i
to abandon the philosophy of
only driving pride to sero bias and instead to drive grids well positive in
order to obtain appreciable grid clipping. In general, both think'that if the
amount of engineering time spent on our system were spent en IBU'e, they would
probably end up with as good a rjysteB. The fact that this time is not available is duo to IBM administrative policy of keeping the maching running and
available for demonstration at the sacrifice of ti",e-to-invest.i gate-trouble.
N. Taylor said he did feel that, considering tho small amount of time spent
on the circuitry, it waa .;nazing how woll it worked.
S. Dodd mentioned horfcOt&at,
we keep fairly extensive records on what goes on in our computer, they keep practically none.
N. Taylor said that, while ho felt the 701»e present reliability
was sufficient for the 001 nutations being tone now, it was definitely not good
enough for use in a future sir defense system. S, Dcdd said that apparently,
according to Ross, there is little chance of it improving substantially (as it
is being maintained and run almost exclusively now for demonstration and trainirpoees, etc., see above);
N. Taylor stated the specifications were that tubes must last ooro
than 10.000 hours. Coetz is getting this i.
N. Taylor fel
t, in order to get good reliability out of their
circuits, IBM would have to pound at their circuit engineers to make them
work harder and more steadily at debugging.
S, Dodd remarked that the 701•3 lack of trouble-location equipment,
parity chocks, :!tc., was a great handicap during the present phase of development of the machine, as they can't find out -hero errors are. (N. Taylor assured hin that our prototype units wou^d. have built-in checks.) Presumably,
however. thi3 lack of built-in checks would not present such a difficulty in
the final system. H. E
Bald that, since the 701's units are removable
and therefore replaceable, they (IBM cn;inc:rs) don't have the need to localise trouble that'wo do, and therefore this lack of built-in checking facilities
M serious as it. night bo. S, Dodd feels, however, that while this
policy of simply replac: tr_ faulty unite would bo all right on'a production
maohine, it is not good 00 a testing, or experimental machine.
S. Dodd alto said that T. A, 8urko hat' told him that recently they
have he.( trouble with a so-callei "morning sickness" in the computer. Thi£i was
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particularly note:.:
i oomputer on Monday morn. This trouble ai
after tl
'.eptember, and he folt
reduction
b this time of year might be a partial
explanation of the di a
ling r>ic!:ness." He said, however, that tiisy J.'
La with ao"
joints in tho plug-in units
and that this might be i ther explanation of 'iho "morning sickness" problem.
Frequently when they installed i r .. li it, thoy found that the unit
aid not operate satisfactorily, and the difficulty would be trackod down to
troublo in a solderec"
, This di 'ficulty appeared to occur because of
sslng of the soldered Joint '-(hon the U .it was clamped into place, due to
the fact that the plug-in unit -as not completely rigid. In their production
machine they are using a now tyjo of plug-in unit, which has ^cT^itact plug and
tpposedrorevmnt the strese >n the plug-in vnit from developing, Tho
evidence they had, bowevtp could indicate that the troubles they encountered
actually caused by stressing cf the plug-in units, and the modified pro:cn design did not make him (S, Coad) certain that thay mould solve this
problem in the production tachine.

R. von '
fairly well cover

It '": t most of hie c m observations wers already
.added the follot.lng comments:

Though their diagnosl ; programs are fairly inpressiva, they don't
go far enough
: t then to isolate trouble completely. After completing
a diagnostic program, they have to replace an entire plug-in unit or interchange tubes in plug-in units almost at random, .r, they have no evidence of
exactly where tho trouble lies. There is c serious ncod for marginal chocking. They can run a program with an error) this doesn't stop tho machine.
They are trying varying voltage, but iris varies not only the voltage in
which they are ii I
but aj 30 the voltayo in the who le computer and so
still fails to isolate the error. Ono r
ire of thoir diagnostic-program
system was the tabulator] (N. Taylor mentioned here that he, too, felt their
da of record keeping vsre better and less cumbersome than ours, (See C.
Cordermin and S. Dodd, pages 9 und 12 nbove).
Test storage oonelsts of two bo.nl :n of push buttons. This claarly
is not anough, as it limits the output to ret-up tost programs.
The crystal gating also made a favorable impression; this might
prove advantagnour. if Incorporated into our .?tenory Tort Conputer,
There are four -enss :witches on the console which aro sonowhat
ar to our "cp" in that tho;- permit deviation during programs. These
sense snitcfco
1 skipping n crde:- during a program. This seems to be
a very valuable gadget,
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The elimination of delay lines and ur,e of the Havens delay unit
seems to be a step in t ie right direct

R, R. Everett
CO: NB: SD jREs JO:NT :RVB/ba
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